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Also, look for features on two great pals of TVG; Helen Jones, the lady behind the 

wonders of vintage fairs at Gloucester and Stroud, and Rose Devine (pictured right) 

smooth soulful vintage singer coming up through the ranks fast! So keep a careful eye 

on both these talented girls over the next year as I do believe, they will both take the 

vintage scene by storm! 

 

The future is looking 

rosie for Rose 

Devine...  
   

Rose Devine is a lady with 

enormous potential, as well as a 

glowing diary. Perfecting every 

note, she brings the air of this 

nostalgic event light as well as 

depth. A fair is just a fair without 

the soul of an entertainer or a 

songstress. 'I love coming here,' 

says Rose. 'I love the feel of the 

place.   

  

  It's one of those places which 

brings a smile to your face. I have 

met the best people doing this. 

There are such incredible people 

in this vintage world. So much 

warmth and friendliness.' Rose is 

very much a performer who's 

visual appearance is equally 

important as the sound. 'I love 

buying clothes to perform in!' She 

giggles. 'I will mix stuff, skirts and tops as well as dresses and keep an eye on colour. 

'I remark on her beautiful black patent heels with daisy detail. 'The truth is, this whole 

outfit was based around these shoes. What I 

love doing is having a root round a charity 

shop and finding a vintage gem!!'   

  

I ask her what it's like singing in front of a 

crowd of market dwellers. 'It's fine!' she 

smiles, brushing down her skirt. 'Singing 

here, I get to look up and the trees and the sky 

and I can dream and go off into my own 

world.'.   

  

There is certainly a lot more to this lady than 

just standing up and belting  



out a few tunes. Watching Rose perform is quite captivating.  
 
She has quite a magnetic air about her that you have to watch. She is 
expressive in each song, giving every tune a heartfelt performance, ideal for 
any occasion, and it no wonder she is a hit at weddings and parties.  
 
I love to see people going about their day, walking past, chatting and enjoying 
themselves. It makes me feel happy that they are having a good time also ' 
  
 


